TEN PRINCIPLES OF BIG TENT JUDAISM
1
WELCOME ALL NEWCOMER S
Welcome everyone interested in finding Jewish meaning and community, including those from intermarried households, the
unaffiliated, and other underserved populations;
2
CELEBRATE DIVERSITY
Celebrate the diversity of today’s Jewish individuals and households; Leave behind assumptions about what Jews “look
like” or how families are configured;
3
OFFER FREE SAMPLES
Recognize that outreach is not a membership drive but rather the providing of free and open access to a portion of Jewish
communal activities; Increase the number of freely available Jewish activities, with no strings attached;
4
DEEPEN JEWISH ENGAGEMENT
Deepen the Jewish engagement and identity of all Jewish individuals and households, regardless of their institutional
affiliation (or lack thereof), by meeting them on an individual level; learning where they are in their “Jewish journey”; and
offering them enticing relevant choices from the entire gamut of Jewish life;
5
PROVIDE QUALITY CUSTOMER SERVICE
Acknowledge that Jewish communal professionals at all levels not only build community but also provide services, and
therefore work in a “service industry”; As such, pro vide the same high quality of “customer service” that people expect from
all other venues in which they spend their time and money;
6
LOWER BARRIERS TO PARTICIPATION
Identify and lower the “barriers to participation” in Jewish communal life that may be ke eping away the less engaged,
including but not limited to: cost, language, and expectation of Jewish literacy;
7
INCREASE POINTS OF A CCESS
Increase access to our community not just by being available when people approach us, but also by going out to where
people already are rather than waiting for them to come to us; Hold programs in secular venues, place advertisements in
secular media, and partner with secular organizations;
8
CREATE PARTNERSHIPS
Collaborate with other Jewish organizations across instit utional and denominational lines, because individual organizations
cannot be all things to all people; Outreach works best as a community -wide endeavor;
9
ENLIST ACTIVE MEMBER S FOR OUTREACH
Energize the “inside” for the mission of outreach by training and sensitizing our most active members to create a warmer
and friendlier community for those on the “outside”; Bridge the growing divide between engaged and unengaged Jewish
individuals and households;
10
CREATE PARTNERSHIPS
Develop, share, and implement ou treach best practices to help our communal professionals and volunteer leaders achieve
these goals.
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